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This article proposes to analyze the relation between
gloss and roughness of surfaces of polypropylene sam-
ples abraded at different magnitudes. Experiments consist
of mechanical polishing at different grades, roughness
profiles measurement, and specular light reflectometry
with three incidence angles of resulting surfaces. About
100 roughness parameters were considered in this inves-
tigation and an original statistical methodology combining
the conventional one-way ANOVA to the recent and
powerful Computer Based Bootstrap Method (CBBM) is
presented to select which of them is the most relevant,
first, to characterize the polypropylene surfaces abraded
at different magnitude and, second, to model the physical
interaction of these abraded surfaces with a white light
beam. The statistical treatment of the experimental
results of this investigation shows that the fractal dimen-
sion is the most relevant roughness parameter in the two
cases. As far as the optical properties are concerned, it is
shown that the fractal dimension of an abraded surface is
closely related to the local curvature radii of peaks which
are known to play a major role in physical interactions
with a white light beam. POLYM. ENG. SCI., 56:103–117, 2016.
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INTRODUCTION

Plastics industry is more and more constrained to produce

parts with good visual aspect. In this way, the question of the

surface resistance to scratch during the part life time is of prime

importance. Some authors have analyzed this point to highlight

a relation between surface roughness evolution induced by

scratching and its consequence on the visual aspect perception.

In dentistry science, some authors studied this relation by

assessing tribological behavior of dental restorative resins but

without modeling it [1, 2]. Others made statistics to compare

the visual perception of surface roughness [3, 4]. The main con-

clusion of this later work is the subjective aspect of visual per-

ception which can include variability in studies. Last, some

authors try to model the relation by using a linear model [5], an

exponential relation [6], or a power law [7]. These models are

designed by using gloss measurements and more current rough-

ness parameters like the arithmetic average roughness (Ra), the

root-mean square roughness (Rq), or the fractal complexity pro-

posed by V. Briones et al. [6].

In routine production environment, whatever its expected

functional properties, it is common to quantify the surface mor-

phology using the arithmetic average roughness Ra, the root-

mean square roughness Rq but also the peak-to-valley roughness

Rt or the number of peaks Np. If such conventional roughness

parameters are usually considered to qualify the surface mor-

phology of manufactured products, it must be pointed out that

the morphology of a surface can be characterized by many other

roughness parameters. Deciding without preconceived opinion

which of these various parameters is the most relevant for

describing the correlation between a surface morphology and a

particular functional property is a difficult task of paramount

importance. The relevance of each parameter is usually assessed

from the conclusions of statistical tests based on inference

assumptions. Because of the inflation of the roughness parame-

ter number termed by Whitehouse, the “parameter rash” [8], the

proportional number of traditional statistical tests that have to

be performed becomes tedious and the risk of violating the

inferred assumptions (i.e., the risk of asserting wrong conclu-

sions) increases. This “parameter rash” was at the origin of the

creation and development in our team of a specific computer

routine called MESRUG that can first calculate a hundred

roughness parameters and, second, can statistically estimate their

relative relevance faced to a correlation with a particular func-

tional property [9–11]. In this computer routine, the recent and

powerful Computer Based Bootstrap Method (CBBM) is com-

bined to usual statistical analyses to assess quantitatively and

automatically the relative relevance of a hundred roughness

parameters with regard to a given correlation with a functional

property.

The aim of this article is to compare about 100 roughness

parameters to make the link with gloss measurements and select

the most relevant one by using original statistical techniques.

The results are discussed with regards to the selected model

(linear or exponential) before trying to give a physical interpre-

tation. The experimental support is made of polypropylene

surfaces abraded with different grades to produce different

roughness.

EXPERIMENTS AND METHODS

Preparation of Polypropylene Abraded Surfaces and Measurements

The polypropylene abraded surfaces were prepared using an

automatic grinding machine. Seven samples of 50 3 50 mm2

size were ground with various abrasive SiC paper grades 80,

180, 220, 320, 500, 800, and 1,200 to create various degrees of

abraded surfaces; each number corresponding to the number of

grain per cm2. This grinding procedure leads to typical surface
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morphologies with an isotropic texture consisting of randomly

distributed scratches by looking it to naked eye.

Surface topography of the samples has been characterized by

means of a three-dimensional (3D) tactile roughness profilome-

ter KLA TENCOR P10. This latter device consists of a diamond

tip with a 2 lm rounded-end having a 10 nm vertical resolution

according to the manufacturer. For each sample and paper

grade, fifty profiles have been randomly recorded onto the sur-

face using a load of 5 mg. Each recorded profile consists of

15,000 points equally spaced by a 0.2 mm distance.

Figure 1 shows the typical 2D profiles and the associated his-

togram of the heights of profiles for grades 80, 220, 500, and

1,200. The magnification of the vertical scale relative to the hor-

izontal one should be noted for each profile as well as the bell

shape of the histograms characteristic of the Gaussian

distribution.

The specular gloss of polypropylene abraded surfaces has

been characterized by means of a three-angle glossmeter

DRLANGE REFO 3-D in agreement with the ASTM D523,

DIN 67530, and ISO 2813 specifications. The main principle of

FIG. 1. On the left, roughness profiles for polypropylene surfaces abraded with grit size paper 80, 220, 500, and 1,200. On the right, height amplitude histo-

grams computed from all roughness profiles (50 samples). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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this device is based on the idea of measuring the specular

amount of reflected light directed to a surface at a specified

angle from its normal. The three-angle glossmeter used in this

investigation casts a white light beam at an angle of 208, 608, or

858 and a detector records the amount of reflected intensity in

the specular direction (called also the mirror direction). The

amount of light reflected from the surface under investigation is

divided by the amount of light reflected from the surface of a

reference smooth black glass plate (delivered by the manufac-

turer of the glossmeter) and the specular gloss is obtained by

multiplying this intensity ratio by 100. Thirty measurements

have been carried out onto the abraded surface of each polypro-

pylene sample.

Statistical Treatment of the Experimental Results

Because of the numerous existing roughness parameters, it is

not obvious to specify which of them is the most relevant for

characterizing the topography of the overall polypropylene

abraded surfaces under investigation in this study [8]. In this

specific computer process, the relevance of each roughness

parameter ri is estimated by calculating the value of the Treat-

ment Index Fi by means of the usual one-way analysis of var-

iance (ANOVA) [12]. The Treatment Index Fi is used for

comparing the factors of the total deviation. Its definition is

given by

Fi5
Variance of the ith roughness parameter between samples

Variance of the ith roughness parameter of all samples
(1)

More precisely, let us note ri,s,n the value of the roughness

parameter ri obtained from the nth measurement (n 2 ½1;N�; N
being the number of measurements performed on each surface

equal to 50 in this investigation) on the sth surfaces (s 2 ½1; S�;
S being the number of studies equal to 7 in this investigation),

�ri;s is the mean of the ri roughness parameter of the sth surface

and �ri is the mean of ith roughness parameter for all measure-

ments performed on the overall surfaces. Then, the equation of

variance analysis represents that the total sum of squares (SST)

is the sum of the “between surface sum of squares” (SSB) and

the “within surface” sum of squares (SSW) and is given by
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So Fi is given by Fi5
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If the ith roughness parameter ri does not discriminate the S
surfaces, then MSBi and MSWi will be very similar (and

Fi � 1). On the other hand, if the ith roughness parameter ri dis-

criminates surfaces, then MSBi > MSWi (and Fi > 1).

The related confidence interval of Fi is assessed by means of

the Computer Based Bootstrap Method (CBBM). This new sta-

tistical treatment of experimental results we developed in our

team several years ago was called “the Bootstraped Analysis of

Variance.”

As far as the CBBM is concerned, it should be remembered

that, briefly speaking, this statistical method is based on the

mathematical resampling technique and its main advantage is to

allow the replacement of statistical inference assumptions about

the underlying population by intensive calculations on a com-

puter. In practice, the CBBM consists of generating a high num-

ber B of simulated bootstrap samples by perturbing the original

scores of a given experimental data set of size N. A bootstrap

sample of size N indexed by b, b 2 ½1;B�, and noted

ðxb
1; x

b
2; :::; x

b
NÞ, is a collection of N values simply obtained by

randomly sampling with replacement from the experimental data

scores ðx1; x2; :::; xNÞ; each of them having a probability equal to

1/N to be selected. A bootstrap sample contains, therefore,

scores of the experimental data set; some appearing zero times,

some appearing one, some appearing twice, and so on. For more

details on the CBBM, the reader should refer to Refs. [11,

13–15].

In this investigation, the CBBM was combined to the usual

one-way ANOVA to identify with this first computer routine

which roughness parameter is the most relevant to discriminate

the different degree of abrasion of the polypropylene surfaces

generated by the different paper grades. The CBBM was also

combined to a correlation indicator of regression Ci related to

the roughness parameter ri to identify with a second computer

routine which one is the most relevant to model the physical

interaction of white light beam with a polypropylene abraded

surface. Linear and exponential regressions were hypothesized

to model this physical interaction.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE MOST RELEVANT ROUGHNESS
PARAMETER DISCRIMINATING THE MORPHOLOGY OF
POLYPROPYLENE ABRADED SURFACES

Conventional Analysis

This conventional analysis consists in studying a restrictive

set of roughness parameters usually considered as relevant in lit-

erature either to characterize the surface topography of industrial

products or to model the physical interactions of a surface with

an optical wave. So, the first set of preselected roughness

parameters includes the arithmetic average roughness Ra, the

number of peaks per inch Np, the root mean square roughness

Rq, the mean slope of profiles Da, the autocorrelation length

Lac, and also the fractal dimension DANAM estimated by a

method developed by the authors [16, 17]. This method is called

the average autocorrelation normalized method (ANAM) and is

briefly summarized in Appendix A.

In this way, Fig. 2 shows the evolution of all these prese-

lected roughness parameters with paper grade. Except for paper

grade 80, it can be noted that when the number of abrasive

grains per cm2 increases, as expected, the values of the ampli-

tude roughness parameters Ra and Rq decrease. Indeed, the

higher the number of abrasive grains par cm2, the lower the

depth of the scratches. Besides, the number of peaks per inch

Np increases, the mean slope of profiles Da decreases, the auto-

correlation length Lac decreases, whereas the fractal dimension

DANAM increases. At this stage, the logical outcome of this con-

ventional analysis would be to proceed to a one-way ANOVA

analysis to determine which roughness parameter is the most

relevant to characterize the overall polypropylene abraded
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surfaces. For memory, the higher the calculated Treatment Index

Fi, the most relevant the related roughness parameter ri.

However, because of the numerous existing roughness

parameters, there is no objective reason to claim that the most

relevant one belongs to the short list of preselected parameters

based on a priori knowledge. Besides, it must be added that the

one-way ANOVA does not take into consideration the fact that

a small perturbation in any score of the experimental data set

can influence the value of the calculated Treatment Index Fi. In

other words, for each roughness parameter, a confidence interval

on the Treatment Index Fi should be assessed to build a robust

statistical ranking of the overall values in order to affirm in a

statistical sense which of these parameters is the most relevant.

Bootstraped ANOVA

The two limits aforementioned in the previous section can be

overcome with the first computer routine we developed to carry

out automatically an original statistical treatment combining the

ANOVA with the CBBM (we called “Bootstraped ANOVA”)

taking into consideration more than a hundred of roughness

parameters.

So, this computer routine was applied not only to the short

list of preselected roughness parameters already presented but

also to an extended list of a hundred of roughness parameters.

(The algorithm is described in Figure C of Annex 3.) To build a

confidence interval on the Treatment Index Fi related to a given

roughness parameter ri, the one-way ANOVA has been applied

onto a high number of simulated Bootstrap sample B (B 5 106

in this study) to obtain an empirical probability density function

(PDF) consisting of a set of B simulated values of the Fisher

Treatment Index noted Fb
i ; b 2 ½1;B�Þ

� �
. From this empirical

PDF, it is finally possible to extract statistics like the mean of

the Fisher Treatment Index Fi as well as the 5th and 95th per-

centiles, respectively, denoted as F5%
i and F95%

i to assess both

the central tendency and the deviation through the calculation of

the 90% confidence level.

This statistical procedure has been applied for the overall

studied roughness parameters. It should be remembered that the

higher the value of Fi , the higher the relevance of the roughness

FIG. 2. Value of roughness parameters (fractal dimension, Ra, Rq, autocorrelation length, number of peaks, and mean slope of profile) versus the paper

grit index. The square bracket represents the 95% confidence interval of the mean. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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parameter ri to discriminate the topography of the overall poly-

propylene abraded surfaces. Figure 3 illustrates the results

obtained in the case of the amplitude roughness parameter Ra

and Fig. 4 shows the final ranking considering the overall stud-

ied roughness parameters. In the final ranking, the roughness

parameters Lac, Da, Np, Rq, Ra, and DANAM rank, respectively, in

26th, 19th, 10th, 7th, 5th, and 2nd positions. Furthermore, it can be

noted that among the hundred studied roughness parameters, the

most relevant of them to discriminate the topography of the

overall polypropylene abraded surfaces is the fractal dimension

of the profiles. Indeed, OSCLN, BIGLN, AMNLN, and TRIC-

CORI denote the four different methods to evaluate the fractal

dimension of a profile. It should be remembered that the fractal

dimension is a measure of the degree of tortuosity of a profile

or a surface. The higher the fractal dimension, the more tortuous

or chaotic is the profile or the surface.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE MOST RELEVANT ROUGHNESS
PARAMETER MODELING THE PHYSICAL INTERACTION
BETWEEN A WHITE LIGHT BEAM AND POLYPROPYLENE
ABRADED SURFACES

Figure 5 shows the influence of the degree of abrasion dam-

age due to the paper grade on the specular gloss measured at

608 and 858. The objective here is to identify a relation between

these values of specular gloss and the values of roughness

parameters recorded independently onto the different polypro-

pylene abraded surfaces. Even if the specular gloss are 2D

measurements, it should be remembered that the roughness

parameters were obtained from a large number of profiles meas-

urements recorded randomly in various directions. In these con-

ditions, as illustrated in Fig. 6 in the case of specular gloss

values recorded at 608 and the roughness parameter Ra, only the

mean values of these variables are simple to take into considera-

tion when looking at a potential correlation; the major difficulty

being to select a relevant model having a physical sense.

Two models have been considered with regard to the hun-

dreds of roughness parameters assessed in this investigation: a

simple linear regression and a more complicated exponential

regression. The last one is a generalization to all the roughness

parameters of the relation identified by Sandoz [18] between the

specular gloss (G) and the roughness parameter Rq:

G 5 ai:e
ri 1ci (4)

where ri is the ith roughness parameter and (ai, ci) are constant

FIG. 3. Histograms of the F Fisher value obtained from 1,000,000 of boot-

strap corresponding to the roughness parameter Ra. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIG. 4. Relevance graph for all roughness parameters ranked in a decreas-

ing order relatively to the value of the Fisher Treatment Index F. [Color fig-

ure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIG. 5. Influence of the paper grit index on the specular gloss measured at

608 and 858. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is avail-

able at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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However, such an analysis remains usual and it is proposed

in this investigation to combine again the CBBM to assess the

relevance of the selected correlation model whether it is linear

or not. The major interest of this original statistical analysis is

to consider not only the means of the variables under considera-

tion (i.e., the specular gloss and the selected roughness parame-

ter) but also their variability.

Let us consider the case of the linear correlation to illustrate

this original statistical analysis. Whatever the paper grade g
(g 5 80, 180, 220, 320, 550, 800, 1200) in which the measure-

ments have been carried out, the experimental data set contains

60 values (G1, G2, . . ., G60)g of specular gloss and 50 values

(ri,1, ri,2, . . ., ri,50)g of the ith roughness parameter ri under con-

sideration (the algorithm is described in Figure D of Annex 3).

The simulated Bootstrap samples obtained by randomly sam-

pling with replacement scores of the experimental data set are,

respectively, noted as ðGb
1;G

b
2; :::;G

b
60Þg and ðrb

i;1; r
b
i;2; :::; r

b
i;50Þg;

the superscript b refers to the bth Bootstrap simulation. The

means of these newly simulated samples are then calculated for

each paper grade g and are respectively noted as ðGbÞg and

ðrb
i Þg . These means are reported on a graph ðGbÞg5f ðrb

i Þg
� �

from which a slope noted ab
i can be determined if a linear corre-

lation is assumed between the variables. Repeating this proce-

dure B times (B 5 1,000 in this investigation) leads to a set of

B slope values ab
i ; b 2 ½1;B�Þ

� �
that can be plotted to obtain an

empirical probability density function (PDF) related to the ith

roughness parameter ri under consideration. Figure 7 shows the

examples of PDF obtained for the different preselected rough-

ness parameters considering specular gloss measurements at 608

and 858.

Whatever the PDF, it is possible to extract the mean ai as

well as the 5th and 95th percentiles a5%
i and a95%

i to assess a

90% confidence interval equal to a95%
i 2a5%

i . These statistical

estimations are used to define an unscaled coefficient Cb
i related

to the roughness parameter ri and the bth Bootstrap simulation:

Cb
i 5

ab
i

a95%
i 2a5%

i

(5)

Let us note Ci the mean value of Cb
i defined by

Ci5
ai

a95%
i 2a5%

i

(6)

We called this variable Ci the correlation power related to

the ith roughness parameter ri. The higher the value of Ci , the

more relevant the ith roughness parameter ri to model the physi-

cal interaction of a white light beam with a polypropylene

abraded surface.

Figure 8a shows the final ranking of the power correlation in

a decreasing order for the overall studied roughness parameters

when assuming a linear correlation between the specular gloss

and the roughness parameters. Figure 8b shows the evolution of

the ranking obtained when assuming an exponential regression

as presented in equation 4. It should be mentioned that Fig. 8a

and b refers to specular gloss measurements at 858 that lead to

higher power correlation values. Looking at these figures, it can

be concluded that the fractal dimension remains again the most

relevant roughness parameter to model the physical interaction

of a white light beam with a polypropylene abraded surface.

Moreover, the power correlation values obtained are higher con-

sidering the exponential regression in comparison to the linear

one. In other terms, in agreement with the results of Sandoz, the

exponential r regression is more relevant than the linear one to

FIG. 7. Examples of PDF obtained for the different preselected roughness

parameters considering specular gloss measurements at 608 and 858. [Color

figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlineli-

brary.com.]

FIG. 6. Plot of the specular gloss values recorded at 608 versus the rough-

ness parameter Ra values. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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model the physical interaction of a white light beam with a

polypropylene abraded surface. Such model is presented on

Fig. 9 revealing that the specular gloss increases with the fractal

dimension of the polypropylene abraded surface.

INTERPRETATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The roughness of machined surfaces is of prime importance

across a very wide spectrum of industrial applications. Indeed,

the morphology of machined surfaces often influences the prop-

erties that govern the application of the manufactured product.

Because of these various industrial but also scientific interests, a

proliferation of roughness parameters, possibly running into hun-

dreds, has been triggered to describe the different kinds of sur-

face morphology with regard to specific functions, properties, or

applications. In spite of this proliferation, termed by Whitehouse

the “parameter rash,” there is still no complete comprehensive

account for the relevance of these roughness parameters [8, 10].

A major problem is therefore in many cases to determine quan-

titatively, and without preconception, the most relevant rough-

ness parameter that characterizes the surface morphology of a

manufactured product with regard to a correlation with a partic-

ular function, property, or application.

Using our computer routine MESRUG that we specifically

developed several years ago to address this problem, it is shown

in the present investigation that, among a hundred of roughness

parameters, the fractal dimension is the most relevant to dis-

criminate the surface morphologies of different abraded polypro-

pylene abraded surfaces and to describe the physical interactions

between these surfaces and a white light beam. Our experimen-

tal results show that the higher the paper grade, and conse-

quently, the number of abrasive grains per cm2, the lower the

values of the amplitude roughness parameters Ra and Rq as well

as the mean slope of the profiles Da. Such expected results are

in agreement with the fact that the higher the number of abra-

sive grains per cm2, the lower the depth of the scratches gener-

ated randomly at the polypropylene surface by using an

automatic grinding machine. Besides, the results also show that

an increase of the number of peaks per inch Np increases with

the paper grade. This means that the noise related to the ampli-

tude of the profiles increases when the number of abrasive

grains per cm2 increases. In these conditions, hence it is no sur-

prise that the higher the paper grade, the more pronounced is

the tortuous or chaotic aspect and the higher the fractal dimen-

sion of the abraded polypropylene surface estimated by the

ANAM.

Furthermore, numerous existing models describing the physi-

cal interaction of optical waves and the surface morphology are

derived from Beckmann’s and Spizzichino’s pioneering work

[19]. By far, the largest numbers of these models are based on

the Kirchhoff approximation of the boundary conditions, which

are required to evaluate the Helmholtz integral. Considering

these approximations for perfectly conducting rough surfaces

generated by random processes (such surfaces can be described

by their Gaussian statistical distributions and correlation func-

tion), Beckmann derived the following formula from the calcu-

lation of the Helmholtz integral [19]:

I=I05exp 2
4pRqcos h

k

� 	2
 !

1
k2Lac

2

16pARq
2cos 2h

(7)

where I/I0 represents the ratio of the scattered intensity in the

direction of specular reflection by the intensity of the incident

FIG. 8. Final ranking of the power correlation (using linear or exponential

models) in a decreasing order for the overall roughness parameters consid-

ered in this investigation. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIG. 9. Specular gloss versus fractal dimension of the polypropylene

abraded surface considering the exponential model which is the most rele-

vant (red curve). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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radiation, k is the wavelength, h is the incident angle, A is

the scattering zone area, Rq is the root-mean squared rough-

ness, and Lac is the correlation length of the surface. The two

terms of this relation correspond respectively to the specular

and the diffuse components of the scattered light; the former

dominates for smooth surfaces while the latter for rough

surfaces.

In fact, most of the models derived from Beckmann’s express

the scattered intensity of an optical wave as a function of the

scattering angle, the electromagnetic properties of the studied

material, the wavelength, and commonly used surface parame-

ters such as Rq and Lac. In such models, numerous authors apply

the Kirchhoff approximations in which the geometry of a sur-

face asperity is described by its curvature radius rci that is

assumed to be higher than the wavelength k [19–23]. It must be

pointed out that these models have been developed for periodi-

cally (sinusoidal or saw-tooth profiles) and random surface

roughness.

Besides, wave interactions with fractal rough surfaces have

also been studied more recently [20, 24–28]. However, as

claimed by some authors, the notion of tangent plane necessary

to estimate the Helmholtz integral and model the scattered

intensity within Kirchhoff approximations does not exist any-

more for a fractal representation of surface roughness which is

intrinsically not differentiable. Our experimental results show

without any ambiguity that the most relevant roughness to char-

acterize the topography of a polypropylene abraded surface and

to model its interaction with a white light beam is the fractal

dimension. In these conditions, optical models based on the

Kirchhoff approximations are not applicable to our experimental

results.

To explain our experimental results showing that the specular

gloss increases with the fractal dimension of the abraded poly-

propylene surface, it should be remembered that a chaotic pro-

file has a high dimension; a white noise profile having a

maximal fractal dimension equal to 2. A surface with a low

noise relatively to its roughness amplitude will have a low frac-

tal dimension, a strong propensity to diffuse the scattered light

and, as a consequence, a low specular gloss. On the contrary, a

surface with a high noise relatively to its roughness amplitude

will have higher fractal dimension and specular gloss.

In the last part of this discussion, we proposed an attempt is

presented to link optical models developed for perfectly rough

surfaces perfectly conducting rough surfaces generated by ran-

dom processes and based on Kirchoff approximation and those

proposed for fractal surfaces. This attempt consists in extending

the classical definition of the asperities radii calculation pre-

sented in the Nowicki’s work to a generalized one introducing a

fractal concept of curvature radii of surfaces that depends on the

observation scale. Hence we have recently proposed a new

method of roughness peaks curvature radii calculation (see

Annex 2) and applied it successfully to some tribological appli-

cations [29]. It should be mentioned that this fractal concept of

curvature radii of surfaces also numerically depends on horizon-

tal lines intercepted by the studied profile. It is then established

the increasing of the measures dispersion due to that lines with

that of the corresponding radii and the dependence on calculated

radii on the fractal dimension of the studied curve. Conse-

quently, the notion of peak and its associated curvature are

mathematically reformulated. For fractal curves, the curvature

radius rc depends on the scale at which the observation is made.

Figure 10 presents the evolution of the radii curvature rc ver-

sus the length of observation lx for the overall abraded polypro-

pylene surfaces under investigation. As it can be observed,

radius rc follows a power law related to the fractal dimension of

the surfaces varying for the different paper grades. The higher

the scale of observation lx, the higher the radii curvature rc. To

select the appropriate scale of observation lx, a value near the

wavelength of the white light is chosen. As a consequence, we

will retain to analyze more precisely the value of the fractal

radii curvature at the scale of 1 mm. Figure 11 presents the gloss

versus the fractal radius curvature rc for lx 5 1 mm. As it can be

observed, a linear positive relation emerges in log–log plot

meaning that the higher the fractal radii curvature, the higher

the gloss. An important fact has to be pointed out: the surfaces

polished with high paper grades show peaks with high fractal

radius curvature. At the contrary, surfaces polished with low

paper grades show peaks with low radius curvature. Moreover,

our experimental results revealed that the surfaces polished with

paper grade 80 were less rough than those polished with paper

FIG. 10. Evolution of the fractal curvature radius Rc versus the scale lx for

all polished surfaces with different paper indexes (80, 180, 220, 320, 500,

800, and 1,200). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIG. 11. The brightness versus the fractal radius curvature estimated at the

scale of 1 mm for all polished surfaces with different paper indexes (80, 180,

220, 320, 500, 800, and 1,200). [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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220. As it can be observed in Fig. 11, this surface has a higher

gloss and follows the linear log–log relation. This clearly means

that the gloss of an abraded polypropylene surface is closely

related to the fractal aspect of its topography. When peak sizes

are small relatively to the light wavelength, the classical Kirchh-

off hypothesis fails. However, taking into account the fractal

aspect of radii curvature, the following result emerges: the

higher the fractal radii curvature of the peaks of the surface, the

higher its gloss.

Furthermore, we have proved that rc lxð Þ / lDx [30]. If lx is

fixed at the scale of the wavelength, increasing the fractal

dimension will then increases the fractal radii curvature of the

peaks. This point explains our result showing that the gloss of

an abraded polypropylene surface increases with the fractal

FIG. 12. 3D Roughness map for polypropylene surfaces abraded with grit size paper 80, 180, 220, 320, 500, and 800 including motifs decomposition. [Color

figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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dimension of its topography. The main criticism of our approach

is that applying 2D roughness from profiles whereas the surface

should be characterized by a 3D roughness could be appearing as

meaningless. However, it should be remembered firstly that the

2D profiles have been recorded randomly onto the surfaces of the

different studied samples. Second, a 3D approach can be pro-

posed. The main problem consists in defining a radii curvature of

a peak on a 3D topographical map. So we have proceeded to 3D

measurements on new polished samples (different polypropylene

microstructures that those used in the 2D analyses).

Figure 12 presents the 3D topographical maps. Then the

Wolf Pruning algorithm [31] is applied with different thresholds

to obtain motifs decomposition. From each motif, the height (h)

and the equivalent diameter (/) is computed. We have proved

that the 3D radii curvature rc /ð Þ is given by rc /ð Þ5/2=8h and

leads to the power law rc /ð Þ / /D where D is the fractal

dimension (results to be published). Figure 13 presents the frac-

tal evolution of the 3D radii curvature versus the motif equiva-

lent diameter. The slope in the log–log coordinate gives the

fractal dimension. Similar to that in 2D measurements, when

fractal dimension of surfaces increases, gloss increases. This

increase is also related to an increase of the fractal radii curva-

ture of the surface (Fig. 14).

CONCLUSIONS

Thanks to an original methodology combining the Computer

Based Bootstrap Method to conventional statistical analyses we

developed, it was found that, among a hundred of roughness

parameters, fractal dimension is the most relevant one to dis-

criminate the topographies of polypropylene abraded surfaces

and to model the physical interaction of a white light beam with

these surfaces. It was shown that an exponential correlation

between gloss and fractal dimension of a polypropylene abraded

surface was more relevant than a linear one.

Besides, we proposed an attempt to link optical models

developed for perfectly rough surfaces perfectly conducting

rough surfaces generated by random processes and based on

Kirchoff approximation and those proposed for fractal surfaces.

This attempt consists in extending the classical definition of the

asperities radii calculation presented in the Nowicki’s work to a

generalized one introducing a fractal concept of curvature radii

of surfaces that depends on the observation scale. It is shown

that the fractal dimension of an abraded surface is correlated to

the local curvature radii of its peaks estimated at the scale corre-

sponding to wavelength of the white light beam.

The higher the fractal dimension of a surface, the higher the

fractal radii curvature of its peaks. This point explains our

results showing that the gloss of a polypropylene surface

increases with its fractal dimension.

As fractal dimension described well the gloss measurements,

a multiscale analysis will be performed in the future to well

describe the different scale effects.

APPENDIX A: ESTIMATION OF THE FRACTAL DIMENSION
OF A PROFILE BY THE AVERAGE AUTOCORRELATION
NORMALIZED METHOD (ANAM)

Let us consider a < b where a and b are two real numbers, f
and C0 function such that f : a2s; b1s½ � ! IR, x! f ðxÞ. Let us

generalize the structure function with a a real number higher

than unity and define Ma
sðf ; xÞ as follows:

Ma
s ðf ; xÞ5

1

s2

ðs
t150

ðs
t250

jf x1t1ð Þ2f x2t2ð Þj
a

dt1 dt2

2
64

3
75

1
a

By averaging Ma
s ðf ; xÞ on the overall profile length L, the Ka

s

ðf ;LÞ function is formally obtained:

Ka
s ðf ; LÞ5

1

L

ðx5L

x50

1

s2

ðs
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ðs
t250
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2
64

3
75

1
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dx

The numerical form of this equation is given below:

K̂
a
k dxðf ; nÞ5

k11ð Þ2
2
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FIG. 13. Evolution of the 3D fractal curvature radius of motif rc versus the

equivalent diameter of motifs for all polished surfaces with different paper

indexes (80, 180, 220, 320, 500, 800, and 1,200). [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIG. 14. The brightness versus the 3D fractal radius curvature for all pol-

ished surfaces with different paper indexes (80, 180, 220, 320, 500, 800, and

1,200). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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where n 5 Ldx is the number of discretized consecutive points

equally spaced of a distance dx 5 xi11 2 xi on the overall pro-

file length L.

If the considered function f is assumed to be H€olderian and

anti-H€olderian, it can be shown that

D f ;Lð Þ5 lim
s!0

22
log Ka

s ðf ;LÞ
log s

� 	

Finally, the fractal dimension is assessed using the linear least

square method to calculate the slope of the plot log K̂
a
k dxðf ; nÞ ver-

sus log k dxð Þ for various kdx values; this slope corresponds to the

H€older exponent H(f,L) and D(f,L) 5 2 2 H(f,L). The higher the

fractal dimension, the higher the chaotic aspect of the profile.

APPENDIX B: EVALUATION OF THE RADIUS CURVATURE
OF AN ASPERITY AS A FUNCTION OF THE OBSERVATION
SCALE

To consider the potential fractal aspect of a profile, a new

method is proposed to calculate the radius curvature rci of an

asperity as a function of the observation scale. The different

steps of this new method are listed below:

� (a) A horizontal line is fixed at a level h crossing the profile

to obtain a set of lxi values as defined below on Fig. A.

� (b) For each lxi value, the related lyi value that characterizes

the local maximum height is computed.

� (c) Then, for each “peak,” the calculation of rci is computed

using the formula established by Nowicki [32]. These opera-

tions are repeated for each element of the set of lxi values.

� (d) Another horizontal height is chosen and steps a to c are

repeated. On the whole, one hundred equally spaced intercept

lines covering the whole amplitude height range of the profile

have been studied.

If the considered function f defined on [a,b] is a nonconstant

continuous functions uniformly H€olderian and anti-H€olderian

[30], if lx exists, then the fractal dimension of the profile is

given by

D Gf

� �
5 lim sup

lx!0

log rc lxð Þ=log lxð Þ

APPENDIX C: ALGORITHM OF THE BOOSTRAPED ANOVA

FIG. A. Definition of lx and ly used to calculate the local curvature radius

rc(lx). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIG. C. Synoptic of analyses of variance by a bootstrap method (1: sampling surfaces with replacement; 2: algorithm of relevance computation). [Color

figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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FIG. C. Continued.

FIG. D. Synoptic of identification of the most relevant roughness parameter to model interaction between a white light beam and the surface topography by a

bootstrap method (1: sampling surfaces and gloss measurement with replacement; 2: algorithm of bivariate bootstrapped distribution; 3: algorithm of relevance

computation). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

APPENDIX D: ALGORITHM OF IDENTIFICATION OF THE MOST RELEVANT ROUGHNESS PARAMETER MODELING THE
PHYSICAL INTERACTION BETWEEN A WHITE LIGHT BEAM AND POLYPROPYLENE ABRADED SURFACES
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FIG. D. Continued.
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FIG. D. Continued.
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